National Center on Tribal Early Childhood Development

Exploring the Implementation of Child Care and Development Fund Health and Safety Standards

Office of Child Care’s 2018 American Indian and Alaska Native Regional Conference
Agenda

- Welcome and check in questions
- Overview of health and safety standards
- Demonstration of Program Standards Crosswalk Tool
- Available training and technical assistance (T&TA) resources
- Wrap up and next steps
Objectives

- Participants will learn more about the revised *Minimum Health and Safety Standards*.

- Participants will engage in peer sharing of ideas, strategies, and approaches to full implementation of Child Care and Development Fund (CCDF) health and safety standards.

- Participants will identify available resources to support their development, adaptation, and selection of health and safety standards that are culturally appropriate and responsive to the needs of their communities.
Check-In Questions

- Raise your hand if...
  - You plan to adopt the Head Start Performance Standards as your health and safety standards for CCDF
  - You plan to adopt your state health and safety standards for use in your CCDF program
  - You plan to adopt *Caring for Our Children Basics, Stepping Stones*, or *Caring for our Children, 3rd Edition* as your CCDF standards
  - You plan to write your own tribal-specific health and safety standards for your CCDF program
  - You plan to adopt the DRAFT Revised Minimum Health and Safety Standards as your CCDF standards
What Brought You Here?

- Using the post-it notes, please write down two questions regarding implementing health and safety standards in your CCDF program.
Exploration of CCDF Health and Safety Standards
Our Destination: Successful Implementation of the CCDF Final Rule for Your Program, Community, and Tribe

Stages of Implementation and Pathways for Meeting CCDF Requirements

- **High Quality**
- **Advanced Stage of Meeting Health and Safety Requirements**
- **Intermediate Stage of Meeting Health and Safety Requirements**
- **Laying the Foundation: Beginner Stage of Meeting Health and Safety Requirements**

Pathways for Successful CCDF Implementation
Requirements for All CCDF Providers

- Health and safety requirements apply to all grantees regardless of allocation size and also apply to all child care providers who receive CCDF funds.
- Health and safety requirements are organized around a list of topics.
- These topics apply to the following:
  - Standards developed
  - Training provided for caregivers, teachers, and directors
  - Monitoring processes conducted
- Monitoring and enforcement requirements
- Criminal background check requirements
- Group size and staff-child ratio requirements
- Relative care providers considerations

Source: Child Care and Development Fund, 45 C.F.R §98.41 §98.83 (2016).
Required Health and Safety Topics

i. The prevention and control of infectious diseases (including immunizations);

ii. Prevention of sudden infant death syndrome and use of safe sleeping practices;

iii. Administration of medication, consistent with standards for parental consent;

iv. Prevention and response to emergencies due to food and allergic reactions;

v. Building and physical premises safety, including identification of and protection from hazards, bodies of water, and vehicular traffic;

vi. Prevention of shaken baby syndrome, abusive head trauma, and child maltreatment;

vii. Emergency preparedness and response planning for emergencies resulting from a natural disaster, or a man-caused event (such as violence at a child care facility);

viii. Handling and storage of hazardous materials and the appropriate disposal of biocontaminants;

ix. Appropriate precautions in transporting children, if applicable;

x. Pediatric first aid and cardiopulmonary resuscitation;

xi. Recognition and reporting of child abuse and neglect.

Source: Child Care and Development Fund, 45 C.F.R §98.41 (2016).
Revising the *Minimum Standards for Tribal Child Care: A Health and Safety Guide*

Workgroup convened in 2016 and made recommendations by comparing “orange book” to *Caring for Our Children Basics*

National Center on Tribal Early Childhood Development incorporated workgroup recommendations into draft *Minimum Standards*

OCC hosted a tribal consultation in July 2018 to gather input on the draft *Minimum Standards*

*Minimum Standards* are in the process of being finalized according to input received

Required health and safety topic under the CCDF final rule

Topic description

CCDF final rule requirements

Recommended minimum standards

Additional resources

VI. Prevention of Shaken Baby Syndrome, Abusive Head Trauma, and Child Maltreatment

This section discusses standards to protect children while in the care of early care and education providers. Training can help early childhood staff prevent, identify, and report shaken baby syndrome and child abuse and neglect. This section also outlines activities that should be avoided because they are harmful to children’s health, safety, and well-being, such as suspension, expulsion, abuse, maltreatment, and excessive punishment.

CCDF Final Rule Requirements, 45 C.F.R. § 98.41(a)(1)(vi)

- Tribal Lead Agencies shall certify that there are in effect requirements regarding the prevention of shaken baby syndrome, abusive head trauma, and child maltreatment (appropriate to provider setting and age of children served) that are designed, implemented, and enforced to protect the health and safety of children. These requirements are subject to monitoring.
- Preservice or orientation training on the prevention of shaken baby syndrome, abusive head trauma, and child maltreatment must be in place for caregivers, teachers, and directors. Preservice or orientation training must be completed within 3 months of hire. Tribal Lead Agencies must specify which health and safety trainings must be completed before caregivers, teachers, and directors are allowed to care for children unsupervised.
- Ongoing and accessible training on required health and safety standards (including prevention of shaken baby syndrome, abusive head trauma, and child maltreatment) must be in place for caregivers, teachers, and directors. Ongoing training and professional development must maintain and update the understanding of health and safety training standards and must be appropriate to both the setting and the age of children served. Tribal Lead Agencies must specify the minimum number of annual training and professional development hours required. The ongoing training requirement does not necessarily have to include all health and safety standards on an annual basis. Tribal Lead Agencies have flexibility to determine which health and safety trainings (including prevention of shaken baby syndrome, abusive head trauma, and child maltreatment) should be repeated and how often they need to occur as part of the ongoing professional development for caregivers, teachers, and directors.

Recommended Minimum Standards

Child Abuse and Neglect Education
- Caregivers and teachers should be educated on child abuse and neglect to establish child abuse and neglect prevention and recognition strategies for children, caregivers and teachers, and parents and guardians.
- The education should address physical, sexual, and psychological or emotional abuse and neglect.
- Caregivers and teachers are mandatory reporters of child abuse or neglect. 23

---

Topic 1: Infectious Disease Control

- This topic covers, for example,
  - daily child health checks and
  - policies for illness prevention.

- The CCDF immunization requirements now apply to American Indian and Alaska Native (AI/AN) CCDF grantees.

- The final rule clarifies the specific details, including handling immunization exemptions.

From the CCDF final rule: “(i) The prevention and control of infectious diseases (including immunizations)”

Source: Child Care and Development Fund, 45 C.F.R §98.41 (2016).
I. Prevention and Control of Infectious Disease

This section discusses standards for preventing and responding to health and medical issues and addresses proper hygiene and sanitation. Proper hygiene and routine cleaning, sanitizing, and disinfecting can prevent infection and illness. This section also discusses reasonable exclusion procedures for addressing instances of vaccine-preventable diseases; it also discusses requirements related to immunizations of children and staff in early care and education settings.
Topic 2: Safe Sleep

- Includes ensuring a safe environment for children to sleep and nap
- Addresses prevention of sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) and practices for safe sleep as applied to infants
- Can also include cultural considerations such as the use of cradleboards or other traditional infant sleep methods

From the CCDF final rule: “(ii) Prevention of sudden infant death syndrome and use of safe sleeping practices…”

Source: Child Care and Development Fund, 45 C.F.R §98.41 (2016).
Topic 2: Safe Sleep

Minimum Health and Safety Standards

Immunization of Caregivers and Teachers
- Caregivers and teachers should be current with all immunizations routinely recommended for adults by the
  Indian Health Service (IHS) and the CDC’s Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP). This
  is detailed in the "Recommended Immunization Schedule for Adults Aged 19 Years or Older" as follows:
  - Vaccines recommended for all adults who meet the age requirements and who lack evidence
    that is, lack documentation of vaccination or have no evidence of prior infection;
  - Recommended if a specific risk factor is present;
  - If a staff member is not appropriately immunized for medical or religious reasons, there
    should be written documentation of the reason;
  - If a vaccine-preventable disease in which adults are susceptible occurs in the
    community, or if the unimmunized adults who are susceptible to that disease, the health
department should determine whether these adults should be excluded for the duration of post-illness
  - Appropriate immunizations have been completed;
  - Indian Health Service (IHS) or the tribal or state health department will
    provide the exclusion requirements.

For more information, see "Care for Our Children, 3rd edition. 7.2.2.1"

II. Prevention of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome and the Use
of Safe Sleep Practices
This section discusses standards for safe sleep practices to reduce the risk of sudden infant death syndrome
(SIDS).

CCDF Final Rule Requirements, 45 C.F.R. § 98.41(a)(1)(ii)

- Tribal Lead Agencies shall certify that there are in effect requirements regarding the prevention of sudden
  infant death syndrome and use of safe sleep practices (appropriate to provider setting and age of children
  served) that are designed, implemented, and enforced to protect the health and safety of children. These
  requirements are subject to monitoring.
- Preservice or orientation training on the prevention of sudden infant death syndrome and use of safe
  sleep practices must be in place for caregivers, teachers, and directors. Preservice or orientation training
  must be completed within 3 months of hire. Tribal Lead Agencies must specify which health and safety
  trainings must be completed before caregivers, teachers, and directors are allowed to care for children
  unsupervised.
- Ongoing and accessible training on required health and safety standards (including the prevention
  of sudden infant death syndrome and use of safe sleep practices) must be in place for caregivers,
  teachers, and directors. Ongoing training and professional development must maintain and update the
  understanding of health and safety training standards and must be appropriate to both the setting and the
  age of children served. Tribal Lead Agencies must specify the minimum number of annual training and

II. Prevention of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome and the Use
of Safe Sleep Practices
This section discusses standards for safe sleep practices to reduce the risk of sudden infant death syndrome
(SIDS).
Topic 2: Safe Sleep

Recommended Minimum Standards

Safe Sleep Practices and SIDS Risk Reduction

- All staff, parents and guardians, volunteers, and others who care for infants in the early care and education setting should follow safe sleep practices as recommended by the American Academy of Pediatrics.\textsuperscript{15}

- Cribs must be in compliance with current U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission and ASTM International safety standards.\textsuperscript{16,17,18,19}

- Cradleboards may be used as a sleep surface for infants. When swaddling a baby for the cradleboard, caregivers should use a light blanket and make sure the baby does not overheat. Cradleboards should never be used when an infant is a passenger in a car or other motor vehicle. Staff should be trained regarding appropriate use of cradleboards for infants.\textsuperscript{20} Δ

For more information, see \textit{Caring for Our Children, 3rd edition, 3.1.4.1: Safe Sleep Practices and SIDS Risk Reduction}.
Topic 3: Medication Administration

- How to properly administer approved medications to children in care

- Examples can include the following:
  - Giving a child an inhaler for asthma
  - Completing a breathing treatment
  - Administering a dose of a prescribed antibiotic

From the CCDF final rule: “(iii) Administration of medication, consistent with standards for parental consent”

Source: Child Care and Development Fund, 45 C.F.R §98.41 (2016).
III. Administration of Medication, Consistent with Standards for Parental Consent

This section discusses standards for appropriate medication storage, administration, and disposal to ensure that children receive proper medication and to reduce the risk of poison exposure.
### Recommended Minimum Standards

#### Medication Administration and Storage

- The administration of medicines at the facility should be limited to the following:
  - Prescription or nonprescription medication (over-the-counter) ordered by the prescribing health professional for a specific child with written permission of the parent or guardian. Prescription medication should be labeled with the child’s name; date the prescription was filled; name and contact information of the prescribing health professional; expiration date; medical need; instructions for administration, storage, and disposal; and name and strength of the medication.
  - Labeled medications (over-the-counter) brought to the early care and education facility by the parent or guardian in the original container. The label should include the child’s name; dosage; relevant warnings as well as specific and legible instructions for administration, storage, and disposal.
- Al/AN CCDF grantees should never administer medication that is prescribed for one child to another child. Documentation that the medicine or agent is administered to the child as prescribed is required. Medication should not be used beyond the date of expiration. Unused medications should be returned to the parent or guardian for disposal.
- All medications, refrigerated or unrefrigerated, should have child-resistant caps, be stored away from food at the proper temperature, and be inaccessible to children.

For more information, see *Caring for Our Children, 3rd edition, 3.6.3.1: Medication Administration* and *Caring for Our Children, 3rd edition, 3.6.3.2: Labeling, Storage, and Disposal of Medications.*
Topic 4: Allergy Response

- Awareness of children’s food allergies and other allergy triggers
- Prevention of allergic reactions
- Response to allergic reaction emergencies that may occur

From the CCDF final rule: “(iv) Prevention of and response to emergencies due to food and allergic reactions…”

Source: Child Care and Development Fund, 45 C.F.R §98.41 (2016).
IV. Prevention of and Response to Emergencies due to Food and Allergic Reactions

This section discusses standards to address care of children with food allergies, and proper storage, preparation, and serving practices to prevent disease, illness, and choking.

CCDF Final Rule Requirements, 45 C.F.R. § 98.41(a)(1)(iv)

✓ Tribal Lead Agencies shall certify that there are in effect requirements regarding prevention of and response to emergencies due to food and allergic reactions (appropriate to provider setting and age of children served) that are designed, implemented, and enforced to protect the health and safety of children.
✓ Preservice or orientation training on the prevention of and response to emergencies due to food and allergic reactions must be in place for caregivers, teachers, and directors. Preservice or orientation training must be completed within 3 months of hire. Tribal Lead Agencies must specify which health and safety training requirements must be completed before caregivers, teachers, and directors are allowed to care for children unsupervised.
✓ Ongoing and accessible training on required health and safety standards (including the prevention of and response to emergencies due to food and allergic reactions) must be in place for caregivers, teachers, and directors. Ongoing training and professional development must maintain and update the understanding of health and safety training standards and must be appropriate to both the setting and the age of children served. Tribal Lead Agencies must specify the minimum number of annual training and professional development hours required. The ongoing training requirement does not necessarily have to include all health and safety standards on an annual basis. Tribal Lead Agencies have flexibility to determine which health and safety trainings (including the prevention of and response to emergencies due to food and allergic reactions) should be repeated and how often they need to occur as part of the ongoing professional development for caregivers, teachers, and directors.
Topic 5: Physical Environment

- Includes the facility where the child is cared for, whether it is a center or home
- Ensures that safety measures are taken
- Includes indoor and outdoor environments, such as the facility where care is provided, as well as both indoor areas and outdoor areas that the child may encounter

From the CCDF final rule: “(v) Building and physical premises safety, including identification of and protection from hazards, bodies of water, and vehicular traffic…”

Source: Child Care and Development Fund, 45 C.F.R §98.41 (2016).
Topic 5: Physical Environment

V. Building and Physical Premises Safety, Including Identification of and Protection from Hazards, Bodies of Water, and Vehicular Traffic

This section discusses standards for a safe physical environment to prevent injuries and health hazards in early care and education settings. This section discusses physical safety standards for indoor and outdoor play areas. This section also discusses policies and procedures that protect the safety and well-being of children and staff in early care and education settings.

CCDF Final Rule Requirements, 45 C.F.R. § 98.41(a)(1)(v)

- Tribal Lead Agencies shall certify that there are in effect requirements regarding building and physical premises safety, including identification of and protection from hazards, bodies of water, and vehicular traffic appropriate to provider setting and age of children served that are designed, implemented, and
Sharing

- Take a moment to consider these first five topics
- In your group, share which standards your CCDF program is currently using
- Strategize with each other regarding which standards will fit each type of care you provide
- Plan to share with the larger group
Topic 6: Prevention of Child Maltreatment

- Involves prevention of shaken baby syndrome, head trauma, and other maltreatment of children.
- Defines the measures taken to ensure that children are not being mistreated and are kept safe from harm.

From the CCDF final rule: “(vi) Prevention of shaken baby syndrome, abusive head trauma, and child maltreatment”

Source: Child Care and Development Fund, 45 C.F.R §98.41 (2016).
Topic 6: Prevention of Child Maltreatment

VI. Prevention of Shaken Baby Syndrome, Abusive Head Trauma, and Child Maltreatment

This section discusses standards to protect children while in the care of early care and education providers. Training can help early childhood staff prevent, identify, and report shaken baby syndrome and child abuse and neglect. This section also outlines activities that should be avoided because they are harmful to children’s health, safety, and well-being, such as suspension, expulsion, abuse, maltreatment, and excessive punishment.

CCDF Final Rule Requirements, 45 C.F.R. § 98.41(a)(1)(vi)

- Tribal Lead Agencies shall certify that there are in effect requirements regarding the prevention of shaken baby syndrome, abusive head trauma, and child maltreatment (appropriate to provider setting and age of children served), that are designed, implemented, and enforced to protect the health and safety of children. These requirements are subject to monitoring.
- Presence or orientation training on the prevention of shaken baby syndrome, abusive head trauma, and child maltreatment must be in place for caregivers, teachers, and directors. Presence of orientation training must be completed within 3 months of hire. Tribal Lead Agencies must specify which health and safety trainings must be completed before caregivers, teachers, and directors are allowed to care for children unsupervised.
- Ongoing and accessible training on required health and safety standards including prevention of shaken
Topic 7: Emergency Preparedness

- Implementing both preparation and plans for response to emergencies caused by the following:
  - Weather
  - Natural disasters
  - Man-made events, such as violence or the presence of unauthorized persons

From the CCDF final rule: “(vii) Emergency preparedness and response planning for emergencies resulting from a natural disaster, or a man-caused event (such as violence at a child care facility)...”

Source: Child Care and Development Fund, 45 C.F.R §98.41 (2016).
Topic 7: Emergency Preparedness

Minimum Health and Safety Standards

- Toil learning or training methods that punish, demean, or humiliate a child
- Any form of emotional abuse, including rejecting, terrorizing, extended ignoring, isolating, or coercing a child
- Any abuse or mistreatment of a child
- Abusive, profane, or sarcastic language or verbal abuse, threats, or derogatory remarks about the child or child's family
- Any form of public or private humiliation, including threats of physical punishment
- Physical activity or outdoor time taken away as punishment
- Placing a child in a crib for a time-out or for disciplinary reasons

For more information, see: "Caring for Our Children, 3rd edition, 2.2.6.9. P. 253"

Preventing and Identifying Shaken Baby Syndrome

- ARAF CCDF grantees should have a policy and procedures to prevent abusive head trauma.
- All caregivers and teachers who are in direct contact with children should receive training on abusive head trauma, recognition of potential signs and symptoms, and strategies for dealing with a crying, fussing, or screaming baby in infancy and early childhood.

For more information, see: "Caring for Our Children: Shaken Baby Syndrome and Abusive Head Trauma"

VII. Emergency Preparedness and Response Planning for Emergencies

This section discusses standards to decrease the risk of preventable incidents such as injuries, illnesses, medical emergencies, and deaths in early care and education settings. Emergency procedures and training help prepare staff to prevent and respond to medical emergencies.

CCDF Final Rule Requirements, 45 C.F.R. § 98.41(a)(1)(vii)

- Tribal Lead Agencies shall certify that there are in effect requirements regarding emergency preparedness and response planning for emergencies resulting from a natural disaster or a man-caused event (such as violence at a child care facility) that shall include procedures for evacuation, notification, shelter-in-place, and lockdown, staff and volunteer emergency preparedness training and practice drills, communication and reunification with families, continuity of operations, and accommodation of infants and toddlers, children with disabilities, and children with chronic medical conditions (appropriate to provider setting and age of children served) that are designed, implemented, and enforced to protect the health and safety of children. These requirements are subject to monitoring.
Topic 8: Hazardous Materials Storage and Disposal

- Involves making sure toxic chemicals such as concentrated bleach are properly stored and used appropriately

- Can also include the Material Safety Data Sheets for any chemicals used in a child care facility, whether a center or a home

From the CCDF final rule: “(viii) Handling and storage of hazardous materials and the appropriate disposal of biocontaminants”

Source: Child Care and Development Fund, 45 C.F.R §98.41 (2016).
Topic 8: Hazardous Materials Storage and Disposal

VIII. Handling and Storage of Hazardous Materials and the Appropriate Disposal of Biocontaminants

This section discusses standards to reduce the risk of exposure to health hazards in early care and education settings.

CCDF Final Rule Requirements, 45 C.F.R. § 98.41(a)(1)(viii)

- Tribal Lead Agencies shall certify that there are in effect requirements regarding the handling and storage of hazardous materials and the appropriate disposal of biocontaminants appropriate to provider setting and age of children served that are clear, implemented, and aimed to protect the health and safety of children. These requirements are subject to monitoring.

- Inspect on-site or in-person training on handling and storage of hazardous materials and the appropriate disposal of biocontaminants must be in place for all caregivers, teachers, and directors. Pre-service or on-site supervision on handling and storage of hazardous materials and the appropriate disposal of biocontaminants must be administered and conducted by qualified personnel. Suspensions and dispositions are aimed to care for children's safety.

- Ongoing and accessible training on required health and safety standards including handling and storage of...
Topic 9: Transportation

- Might not apply to all providers
- Where transportation is provided to children, this requirement ensures that the provider is taking appropriate safety measures to transport children safely
- Includes age- and weight-appropriate child safety seats, proper booster seat use, and proper seat belt use

**From the CCDF final rule:** “(ix) Appropriate precautions in transporting children, if applicable…”

Source: Child Care and Development Fund, 45 C.F.R §98.41 (2016).
IX. Appropriate Precautions in Transporting Children (if applicable)

When transportation is provided to children in care, this section discusses physical safety standards for transportation vehicles. It also discusses standards for driver qualifications.
Topic 10: Pediatric CPR and First Aid

- Ensures that individuals who care for children are properly trained to use cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) according to the age of the children being cared for

- Apply appropriate first aid if emergencies should occur

**From the CCDF final rule:**
“(x) Pediatric first aid and cardiopulmonary resuscitation"

Source: Child Care and Development Fund, 45 C.F.R §98.41 (2016).
X. Pediatric First Aid and Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation

This section discusses standards for responding to health and medical issues where the use of age-appropriate cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and first aid may be necessary.
Topic 11: Child Abuse and Neglect Recognition and Reporting

- Ensures that individuals who care for children are properly trained to recognize the signs of child abuse or neglect
- Includes following appropriate reporting processes
- Requires reporting procedures in place for staff, caregivers, directors, and providers

*From the CCDF final rule: “(xi) Recognition and reporting of child abuse and neglect”*

Source: Child Care and Development Fund, 45 C.F.R §98.41 (2016).
Topic 11: Child Abuse and Neglect Recognition and Reporting

X. Pediatric First Aid and Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation

This section discusses standards for responding to health and medical needs where the use of age-appropriate cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and first aid may be necessary.

CCDF Final Rule Requirements, 45 C.F.R. § 98.41(a)(1)(x)

☐ Tribal Lead Agencies shall certify that there are in effect requirements regarding pediatric first aid and cardiopulmonary resuscitation (appropriate to provider setting and age of children served) that are designated, implemented, and enforced to protect the health and safety of children. These requirements are subject to monitoring.

☐ Preservice or in-service training in pediatric first aid and cardiopulmonary resuscitation must be in place for caregivers, teachers, and directors. Preservice or orientation training must be completed within 30 days of employment for new hires. In-service training must be completed before caregivers, teachers, and directors are allowed to care for children unsupervised.

☐ Ongoing and accessible training on required health and safety standards (including pediatric first aid and cardiopulmonary resuscitation) must be in place for caregivers, teachers, and directors. Ongoing training and professional development must maintain and update the understanding of health and safety training standards and must be appropriate to both the setting and the age of children served. Tribal grantees must specify the minimum number of annual training and professional development hours required. Any ongoing training requirement does not necessarily have to include all health and safety standards on an annual basis. Tribal Lead Agencies have flexibility to determine which health and safety training topics are included. Pediatric first aid and cardiopulmonary resuscitation training should be repeated and how often, as part of ongoing professional development for caregivers, teachers, and directors.

Recommended Minimum Standards

First Aid and CPR Training for Staff

☐ All directors, teachers, and caregivers should have up-to-date documentation of training in pediatric first aid and current certification in pediatric CPR.

☐ Additionally, at least one staff member off-site in each vehicle and on-site. Records of successful completion of training in pediatric first aid and cardiopulmonary resuscitation are required to be retained in the personal files of the facility.

For more information, see Display for Our Children, 1st edition.

XI. Recognition and Reporting of Child Abuse and Neglect

This section discusses standards related to the recognition and reporting of child abuse and neglect in order to protect the health and safety of children.
Certification of Child Abuse and Neglect Reporting Processes

- Grantee’s child abuse reporting requirements apply to the following:
  - Caregivers (including in-home care)
  - Teachers
  - Directors

From the CCDF final rule: “(e) Lead Agencies shall certify that caregivers, teachers, and directors of child care providers within the State or service area will comply with the State’s, Territory’s, or Tribe’s child abuse reporting requirements as required by section 106(b)(2)(B)(i) of the Child Abuse and Prevention and Treatment Act (42 U.S.C. 5106a(b)(2)(B)(i)) or other child abuse reporting procedures and laws in the service area.”

Source: Child Care and Development Fund, 45 C.F.R §98.41 (2016).
## Recommended (optional)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nutrition</th>
<th>Physical Activity</th>
<th>Children with Special Needs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>From the CCDF final rule: “(A) Nutrition (including age appropriate feeding)”</td>
<td>From the CCDF final rule: “(B) Access to physical activity…”</td>
<td>From the CCDF final rule: “(C) Caring for children with special needs”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can include</td>
<td>Can involve</td>
<td>Can include</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>participation in the CACFP,</td>
<td>ensuring that all children have daily access to minimum recommended time for gross motor movement indoors and outdoors, such as riding a tricycle, running, or dancing.</td>
<td>accommodations for children on an Individual Family Service Plan (IFSP) or an Individual Education Plan (IEP), or developing a health care plan or behavior plan for children in need of additional supports.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>serving fresh fruits and vegetables to children, and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>serving traditional foods to children, and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gardening activities.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Child Care and Development Fund, 45 C.F.R §98.41 (2016).
Relative Care Providers

- The final rule reiterates that relative care providers can be exempted from the health and safety requirements.
- Tribes can choose to exempt the following relative providers from their standards:
  - Grandparents
  - Great-grandparents
  - Siblings in a separate residence
  - Aunts
  - Uncles

From the CCDF final rule: “(c) The requirements in paragraph (a) of this section shall apply to all providers of child care services for which assistance is provided under this part, within the area served by the Lead Agency, except the relatives specified at §98.42(c)…”

Source: Child Care and Development Fund, 45 C.F.R §98.41 (2016).
Group Sizes and Staff-Child Ratio

- Grantees to set group size limits for the ages served
- Specify the staff-child ratio by age of child served by your program
- The final rule does not establish a federal requirement for group size and staff-child ratios
- Includes recommendations

From the CCDF final rule: “(1) Group size limits for specific age populations; (2) The appropriate ratio between the number of children and the number of caregivers, in terms of age of children in child care…”

Source: Child Care and Development Fund, 45 C.F.R §98.41 (2016).
Required Health and Safety Trainings

- Infectious disease control (including immunizations)
- Safe sleep
- Medication administration
- Allergy response
- Physical environment
- Prevention of child abuse and neglect
- Emergency preparedness
- Hazardous materials storage and disposal
- Transportation (if applicable)
- Pediatric CPR and first aid
- Child abuse and neglect recognition and reporting
- Child development (from § 98.44, training and professional development)

Source: Child Care and Development Fund, 45 C.F.R §98.41 § 98.44 (2016).
Considerations for Health and Safety Trainings

- For caregivers, teachers, and directors
  - Emphasis on “care provided on a person-to-person basis”
  - Definitions are listed in the CCDF regulations
- Preservice training or orientation training within three months
  - Ensure that there are requirements to be completed by new hires
- Ongoing professional development
  - Indicate that training is ongoing

From the CCDF final rule, § 98.44, Training and Professional Development: “(b) The Lead Agency must describe in the Plan its established requirements for preservice or orientation (to be completed within three months) and ongoing professional development for caregivers, teachers, and directors of child care providers of services for which assistance is provided under the CCDF that, to the extent practicable, align with the State framework”

Source: Child Care and Development Fund, 45 C.F.R § 98.44 (2016).
Health and Safety Topics in the Final Rule Apply to the Following:

For caregivers, teachers, and directors
Sharing

- Take a moment to consider these topics
- In your group, share which standards your CCDF program is currently using
- Strategize with each other regarding which standards will fit each type of care you provide
- Plan to share with the larger group
Demonstration of the National Program Standards Crosswalk Tool
National Program Standards Crosswalk Tool

Welcome to the National Program Standards Crosswalk Tool

This website contains a searchable database of national program standards for early childhood learning and development programs. It includes standards from a variety of government and non-profit organizations. Use the form below to search and compare standards by topic and issuing organization. Learn more about the standards

* Website: [https://qrisguide.acf.hhs.gov/crosswalk/](https://qrisguide.acf.hhs.gov/crosswalk/)*
Choose Standards to Compare Step 3

Choose up to three standards:

- Association for Christian Schools International, REACH Standards and Indicators (ACSI)
- Child Care and Development Fund Final Rule (CCDF)
- Caring for Our Children: National Health and Safety Performance Standards, Guidelines for Early Care and Education Programs, 3rd Edition; and Stepping Stones to Caring for Our Children, 3rd Edition (CFOC3)
- Caring for Our Children Basics: Health and Safety Foundations for Early Care and Education (CFOCB)
- Council on Accreditation After School Program Standards (COA-AS)
- Department of Defense Instruction and Effective Rating and Improvement System (DOD)
- Head Start Program Performance Standards (HSPPS)
- National Accreditation Commission for Early Care and Education Programs (NAC)
- National Association for the Education of Young Children, Academy for Early Childhood Program Accreditation (NAEYC)
- National Association for Family Child Care Accreditation (NAFCC)
- National Early Childhood Program Accreditation (NECPA)

Table shows number of criteria
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nutrition</th>
<th>Allergies/Other Special Needs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Caring for Our Children Basics: Health and Safety Foundations for Early Care and Education (CFOCB)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Child Care and Development Fund Final Rule (CCDF)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2.0.10 Care for Children with Food Allergies Each child with a food allergy should have a written care plan that includes: a) Instructions regarding the food(s) to which the child is allergic and steps to be taken to avoid that food; b) A detailed treatment plan to be implemented in the event of an allergic reaction, including the names, doses, and methods of prompt administration of any medications. The plan should include specific symptoms that would indicate the need to administer one or more medications. Based on the child's care plan and prior to caring for the child, caregivers/teachers should receive training for, demonstrate competence in, and implement measures for: a) Preventing exposure to the specific food(s) to which the child is allergic; b) Recognizing the symptoms of an allergic reaction; c) Treating allergic reactions.</td>
<td>§ 98.41 Health and safety requirements. (a) Each Lead Agency shall certify that there are in effect, within the State (or other area served by the Lead Agency), under State, local or tribal law, requirements (appropriate to provider setting and age of children served) that are designed, implemented, and enforced to protect the health and safety of children. Such requirements must be applicable to child care providers of services for which assistance is provided under this part. Such requirements, which are subject to monitoring pursuant to § 98.42, shall: (1) Include health and safety topics consisting of, at a minimum: (iv) Prevention and response to emergencies due to food and allergic reactions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Licensing Requirements</td>
<td>State QRIS Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2.0.10 Care for Children with Food Allergies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each child with a food allergy should have a written care plan that includes:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Instructions regarding the food(s) to which the child is allergic and steps to be taken to avoid that food;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. A detailed treatment plan to be implemented in the event of an allergic reaction, including the names, doses, and methods of prompt administration of any medications. The plan should include specific symptoms that would indicate the need to administer one or more medications.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Based on the child's care plan and prior to caring for the child, caregivers/teachers should receive training on:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Recognizing the symptoms of an allergic reaction;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Treating allergic reactions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The written child care plan, a mobile phone, and the proper medications for appropriate treatment if the child develops an acute allergic reaction should be routinely carried on field trips or transport out of the early care and education setting.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The program should notify the parents/guardians immediately of any suspected allergic reactions, as well as the ingestion of or contact with the problem food even if a reaction did not occur. The program should contact the emergency medical services system immediately whenever epinephrine has been administered.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each child's food allergies should be posted prominently in the classroom and/or wherever food is served with permission of the parent/guardian.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Accessing Tools

- All tools and resources are available on the Child Care Training and Technical Assistance website at [https://childcareta.acf.hhs.gov/](https://childcareta.acf.hhs.gov/).
Let’s Discuss

- Think about what this tool might mean for your program
- Share with a partner
Health and Safety Resource Lists

- Staff Training and Support (handout)
- Standards, Policies, and Monitoring Systems (handout)
- Health and Safety Program Practice (handout)
Action Planning Time

- Implementation Planning Notes
  - Action Steps
Reflective Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What worked today?</th>
<th>What do we want more of?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>